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NOTES

Matt Beaton 8/10/15 PYSL '99 Girls

Preventing penetration: Positioning of back four and midfield three (Pressure, Cover, 
Balance)

90 mins

Print Form

10-12yd square - 6 players and 1 ball each
Four player on the outside seek to maintain possession and split the two defenders inside 
the square.
Outside players can move anywhere along the sides of square, inside players cannot leave 
the square.
If a split pass is made it counts as 1pt. 3 interceptions (this means the defender won the 
ball and kept it, not kicked away) take away a point.
Players work in pairs. Each pair is in the middle for 1min. The lowest score wins after each 
group has been in the center. Play for 20 mins.
Coaching points: Communication, body shape, movement type, covering position. 

3 teams of 3 or 4 (4 for the defending unit, 3 for midfield or attackers) 20 mins
40x30yd grid split into 3 equal zones.
Players are locked in zones. Outside zones work together to possess the ball. After 4 
passes in their zone they should look to play through the middle zone.
Team in the middle zone must react to movement of the ball by taking up appropriate 
positions to prevent penetration.
A pass from one side to the other is 1pt. Team with lowest score wins.

Coaching Points: Pressure cover balance, spacing, movement (drop, pressure, slide), 
communication ('Mine!' 'Drop' 'Shift.' etc.). Stay connected and compact. 

Speed of thought: Can you predict and plan ahead? Can you use this to help organize?

5v5 match with 6 goals, 50x40   20 mins
Players are now completely opposed to each other. Must work together to exploit poor 
positioning to score in one of three goals.

Coaching Points: TRANSITION - Recovery runs - How quickly can you get organized?
Who is first defender? Who covers? How can we balance and help defend a switch?
Compactness, initial pressure, good communication = organization

First team to 3 goals wins.

Keep intensity high, do not accept lax work rate.

Expand to 8v8 Match, 80x60yds   28 mins (3 8-min games w/ 2-min rest)

Coach involvement should be less than in previous activities and less interruption in the 
last two games of this activity.

Coaching Points:
Same as above. Look to see if principles of defense are being applied. Watch the shape of 
the back four and how they adjust in relation to each other and the play. 


